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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION TO THE SOUND OF BUSINESS-PROJECT
I.1 THE IDEA, GENESIS AND THE CONCEPT OF THE SOUND OF BUSINESS -PROJECT

The method described here is the result of years of experience (professional and personal) and
reflection on the part of the members of the project team. The idea begins with a reflection on the
common points that have three seemingly very different worlds: Rock, Project Cycle Management
(PCM) and the creation and management of a company. The input for a shared analysis of this
assumption starts from his passion for rock music, which has always been cultivated by one of the
promoters of the project and the methodology proposed here, Alessandro Melillo, (who led him to host
a radio program on rock for several years and to play in different bands), combined with his experience
as project manager and trainer on the method of Project Cycle Management, and his experience as cofounder and coordinator of an organization (PRISM, project partner). The above intuition was shared
with the partner organizations of the project, to evaluate together the goodness and the possibility of
creating a European project and a methodology combining these aspects, and responding to the needs
shared by the different territories and economic and social contexts involved.
The Eu 2020 target for the employment rate is to ensure that 75% (20-64 ages) are employed by 2020.
In 2016, the EU-28 employment rate (ages 20-64), stood at 71.1%. Hungary has rates in the 70%; Italy,
Bulgaria and Poland over 60%; Greece and Slovakia below 60%.
As declared by the Eu Commission “An agenda for new skills and jobs”, the promotion of
entrepreneurship, self-employment and innovation “can offer a source of innovative solutions to
respond to social demands in a participative process, providing specific employment opportunities for
those furthest away from the labour market”.
‘The Sound of Business’ project is a unique and innovative initiative based on the strategic partnership
of significant actors in the European adult education field, in which a specific training course has been
developed and tested to support the entrepreneurial capacities and the improvement of transversal
skills of adults, through a non-formal educational approach that incorporate the history of rock music
and the key concepts of the Project Cycle Management and the business field.
The methodology developed is tested (during a pilot training course held in Caltanissetta, Italy) and
recommended for the age group of 25-60, and can be greatly adapted to groups of individuals with
various background such as: un- or underemployed people, individuals with the need of requalification
of competencies, or those who are re-entering to the labour market (in many cases, women), as well
as ideal for start-up entrepreneurs who have a great interest and need in further developing their
managerial competences.
The Training Manual has been designed and recommended for educators, coaches and trainers with at
least 3 years of experience in the field of adult education, nonformal education or coaching.
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The authors wish that the spirit of Rock’n’Roll will give a unique, engaging and absolutely positive
feeling and learning environment for both the educators and the learners who will have the chance to
experience The Sound of Business method.
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I.2. THE SOUND OF BUSINESS -PARTNERSHIP

ICEP – Institute of European Certification of Personnel
Bratislava 81106, Vysokà 26
Slovakia
www.iceponline.com
ICEP contributes to the growth of the credibility of the international certification
system and the world of work and / or volunteer work through the qualification –
demonstrably – Operators.

Academy of Entrepreneurship (AKEP)

Athens 11144, Tsiller 61
Greece
www.akep.eu
The Academy of Entrepreneurship (AKEP) acts in collaboration with the Federation of
Hellenic Associations of Young Entrepreneurs (OESYNE) and aims to contribute to the
creation of a healthy business environment for the development of entrepreneurship
in South Eastern Europe as well as to support young entrepreneurs’ business goals
and plans.

Csongrad County Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CSMKIK)

Szeged 6721, Parizsi krt. 8-12
Hungary
www.csmkik.hu
The Chamber of Commerce and Industry Csongrád County has a history of more than
125 years and has nearly 1400 members from the fields of trade, industry, service and
crafts. These enterprises represent nearly 60% of the economic power of the county.
The mission of our Chamber is to boost economic self-organisation, to foster business
development, and to create a sustainable security for the business sphere. One of our
key priorities is to protect the fair business behaviour and the promote the general
interests of the economic operators.
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European Center for Quality

Sofia 1166, Racho Petkov Kazandzhiata Ulica 8, Adora Business
Center
Bulgaria
www.ecq-bg.com
European Center for Quality Ltd. gives highly professional consultancy help to its
clients thanks to its qualified and experienced employees and using the rich
international experience and know-how of its partners. ECQ aims constantly to
expand the range of its activities in accordance to the dynamic changes in the
global economy of XXI century. ECQ goal is to prepare clients for forthcoming
changes in the economic environment coming the accession of Bulgaria to the EU
in 2007.

Prism – Promozione Internazionale Sicilia-Mondo

Enna 94100, Palazzo Grimaldi, Via Falautano
Italy
www.associazioneprism.eu
PRISM supports the social, cultural and economic development of the territory in
which it operates. It acts as a qualified development agent able to monitor and
boost in the territory the development policies promoted by local and
transnational bodies, in particular by the European Union through structural funds
and direct funding programmes managed by the European Commission or its
executive agencies.

SAN – Spoleczna Akademia Nauk
Lodz 90113, Ul. Sienkiewicza 9
Poland
www.swspiz.pl
The Academy of Social Sciences is an university offering modern education
systems. High quality teaching is combined with the acquisition of practical skills
in the field of economic, social and business sciences. The main goal of the
University is to combine theory and practice to foster students in finding their
place on the labour market.
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CHAPTER II.
THE METHODOLOGY OF THE SOUND OF BUSINESS

II.1 NONFORMAL LEARNING

Nonformal education has a long tradition in Europe, however the term was only officially introduced in
the 1990s. The role, importance and the opportunities deriving from the nonformal education has since
been increasingly recognised by civil society, governments and European institutions as well. A
terminological shift has been also taking place in the field, replacing the term education with learning,
as it has been recognised and acknowledged that the context of non-formal learning is first of all
learner-centered.
The professionals working in the field of nonformal education often do not prefer to use one universal
definition for the description of this methodological framework, however they do agree on the
following essential features of non-formal learning:
-

Balanced interaction between cognitive, affective and practical dimensions of learning
Linking individual and group learning with a collective approach
Participatory and learner-centred
Holistic and process-oriented
Based on experience and action
Voluntary and (ideally) accessible to everyone
Organised on the bases of the needs of the participants

(Source: Council of Europe Symposium on Non-formal Education: Report (2001).)
On the palette of non-formal methodology, we can find methods based on communication (interaction
& dialogue), activity (experience, practice, experiment), social focus (teamwork, networking) and selfdirection (creativity, discovery, responsibility).
Non-formal learning refers to planned, structured programmes and processes of personal and social
education that is designed to improve a range of skills and competences, outside the formal educational
curriculum.
To be able to clearly distinct nonformal education from other frameworks, one shall understand, that
formal education refers to the structured education systems that runs from primary school to
university, including specialised programmes for vocational and professional training. Formal education
often assess the acquired learning competences of the learners and usually result in the recognition of
these competences in the form of a certificate.
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Meanwhile individuals are engaged in formal and non-formal learning on a various level, informal
learning refers to the lifelong learning process in which an individual acquires attitudes, values, skills
and knowledge from various resources of his or her surroundings and from daily life experience. This
format of the learning is considered unplanned and unstructured, and from the side of the person, it
can be considered, that it happens spontaneously.
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II.2 PROJECT CYCLE MANAGEMENT (PCM)

Project Cycle Management” (PCM) is the methodology adopted by European Commission as its main
approach for project and programme management. The main aim of PCM is to facilitate a participatory
approach in designing and managing projects, starting from the real needs of the final beneficiaries of
the activities. This approach ensures a high quality of the project activities (that are targeted to the real
needs of the target groups) and, above all, a high level and a strong sustainability of the project results
and impacts. A full project cycle is made up of six phases: programming, identification, formulation,
financing, implementation, and evaluation.
This cycle highlights three main principles:
1. Decision making criteria and procedures are defined at each phase (including key information
requirements and quality assessment criteria);
2. The phases in the cycle are progressive and linked to each;
3. New programming and project identification starts from the results of monitoring and evaluation
after every intervention (cycle).
The monitoring and evaluation phase aim to map the new the starting context, the new basic situation
to deal with a new project, the initial condition to improve that are to be considered modified by the
previous intervention.

II.2.1 WHY PCM, BUSINESS SKILLS DEVELOPMENT?

As outlined in the previous introductory chapter, successfully managing a project clearly corresponds
to successfully managing a business, as every enterprise’s activities are comprised of bigger and smaller
projects that are running both simultaneously and consecutively, following one another. Project Cycle
Management method can be used by businesses as a very powerful tool for sequencing and structuring
different phases of a certain set of tasks/project, it provides clear understanding on how these phases
look like and how to manage the activities connected to the different phases. By applying PCM,
businesses will find it easier to plan and review their activities and will be able also to smoothly manage
multiple projects/set of activities at the same time.
Both these business „cycles of activities” and projects share the following characteristics:
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

have a starting and finishing point
they have a life cycle, with exact phases in between the starting and finishing points
have clearly defined objectives addressing clearly defined needs
they involve a set of activities
they require budget for implementation
there are fixed roles and responsibilities for each participant

Applying PCM methodology, an entrepreneur will be able to avoid common mistakes, such as:
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✔
✔
✔
✔

non-precise planning
improper needs assessment
incomplete or inadequate risk analysis
not paying attention to the aspects of sustainability

In this way, entrepreneurs will be able to manage their resources in the best possible way, without
wasting them, as with the PCM approach, the project’s relevance, feasibility, and sustainability are
easily determined. The latter three are the criteria good projects/business projects have to meet.
Relevance:
✔ should be based on real needs of the target groups
Feasibility:
✔ should have clearly defined, realistic and measurable objectives
✔ risks should be analysed and taken into account
✔ during implementation, constant monitoring should be ensured for keeping track of the
progress made
Sustainability:
✔ benefits gained through the completion of the project should remain sustainable even after the
end of the project
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II.2.2 THE BASICS OF PROJECT CYCLE MANAGEMENT

Project Cycle got its name from the process that is composed of 6 phases, making up a process starting
from planning to implementation, from the initial idea to the realisation.

Programming

Evaluation

Identification

Implementati
on

Formulation

Financing
II.2.2.1 Basic characteristics of the process
For each phase, the cycle determines:
✔ the most important decisions
✔ the key information
✔ division of responsibilities
The phases are progressive, meaning that progress to the next phase is possible once the previous
phase has been completed.
II.2.2.2 Phases of the Project Cycle
1. Programming
During the first phase, various analyses are being carried out with the aim of identifying problems,
constraints and opportunities that could be addressed by cooperation. The aim is to identify the main
objectives and priorities for co-operation, and thus to provide a relevant and feasible programming
framework within which projects can be identified. The evaluation results of previous projects are also
taken into account, thus providing precedent and direction to the forthcoming projects.
2. Identification
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In the Identification phase, the emphasis is put on the relevance and analysis of project ideas. It is vital
that project ideas should address real needs of the target groups. To this end, it is advised to carry out
a thorough analysis of the target groups, beneficiaries and stakeholders, dealing also with the problems
they face. By carrying out these analyses, potential relevant projects can be identified. Pre-feasibility
studies are also done at this phase. At the end of the Identification phase, Project Identification Report
is done, explaining the rationale and objectives for implementing a particular project. This phase of the
project cycle plays the most important role in terms of relevance, and the basic structure of the project
is defined at this phase.
3. Formulation
The detailed project idea is made and assessed in terms of feasibility and sustainability by the
beneficiaries and groups of stakeholders. The selected project idea must meet both the sustainability
and the feasibility criteria. At this phase, project indicators are set, the Logical Framework is elaborated.
4. Financing
At this phase the financial decision making is taking place and it is decided whether the project will
receive funding. Financing Agreements are being signed, setting out the arrangements how the project
will be implemented and funded.
5. Implementation
Once the project has been planned properly and has been awarded funding, project implementation
can begin. Applying principles of the Implementation phase:
Planning and re-planning – during the implementation phase, Activity Plan, Budget, and Log Frame
should be constantly referred to, these documents should be also updated on a regular basis in case
there has been a change
Monitoring – achieving the objectives must be ensured by constant internal monitoring
Reporting - progress reports are made on professional and financial implementation of the project in
order to ensure that the project is progressing smoothly towards the identified objectives.
6. Evaluation
During the last phase, the Evaluation Phase, the main aim is to evaluate the relevance, the fulfilment of
objectives, the sustainability of the results achieved and the impact of the project. The data gathered
during the evaluation phase is useful both for the donor and for the applicant and is being fed back to
decision making processes for the forthcoming programming periods, as lessons learnt, or new starting
point for setting new priorities.

II.2.2.3 Project Cycle, on project level, from the applicant’s perspective
Strictly on the project level, from the applicant’s point of view, the Project Cycle can be divided into
three parts:
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1. Drafting the project proposal
2. Implementation
3. Monitoring, evaluation, follow-up
1. Drafting the project proposal
✔ There is a need and an idea
✔ drafting of the project proposal
✔ Analysing the sustainability, feasibility and the relevance of the project (e.g. industrial sector
analysis, risk analysis etc.)
✔ setting up the partnership
✔ defining project objectives
✔ defining the structure of project management
✔ planning the activity plan and the dynamics of resources
✔ finding funding (financial resources)

Corresponding improved business/managerial skills: time management, HR management, risk
management, stakeholder analysis, industrial sector analysis, networking, financial planning, budgeting

2. Implementation
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

tendering procedures
contracting
management activities carried out by project teams
monitoring
administrative tasks
Corresponding improved business/managerial skills: stakeholder management, procurement, quality
management, communication, soft skills related to project management (leadership, team building,
motivation, active listening, decision making, conflict management etc.)

3. Monitoring, evaluation, follow-up
✔ follow-up activities
✔ sustaining the results

II.2.3 THE PROCESS OF PROJECT PLANNING

II.2.3.1 Project management tools
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During the drafting of the project proposal and afterwards, during the phase of project implementation,
various tools can be used, with the help of which it will be easier to plan, implement and evaluate
project activities. These include the:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Problem Tree
Objective Tree
LogFrame Matrix (LFM)
SWOT analysis
Stakeholder analysis
GANTT diagram

From the list above, the most powerful tools are the Problem tree, the Objective Tree and the Logical
Framework Matrix, which is often referred to as an “aid to thinking”, making it easier to plan the
activities, to implement and evaluate them.
II.2.3.2. The LogFrame Approach (LFA)
The LogFrame Approach has two phases that are being carried out progressively: the phase of analysis
and the phase of planning.
Phase I: Analysis
1. Stakeholder analysis – involves the
analysis of all the potential stakeholders and
their capacities
2. Problem analysis – “The Problem Tree”:
Identification of key problems, main
constrains and opportunities. Cause and
effect relationships are established.
3. Objective analysis – “The Objective Tree”:
transforming problems into objectives,
whereby objectives represent solutions to
the identified problems
4. Strategy analysis – identifying different
strategies in order to arrive to the solution –
choosing the best strategy

Phase II: Planning
1. Development of the Logical Framework
How the project will be structured, testing its internal
logic, risks, defining measurable indicators
2. Activity scheduling – sequencing and rendering the
activities in a proper order, determining the duration
of activities, assignment of responsibilities
3. Resource scheduling – Budgeting of activities

Phase I: Analysis
1. Stakeholder Analysis
As a first step, all the stakeholders should be identified. Stakeholder can be an individual, group of
people, institutions or businesses that have a significant interest in a certain project.
We have to make clear, that there are different types of stakeholders, with each having its distinctive
characteristics:
1. Stakeholders: Individuals or institutions that may – directly or indirectly, positively or negatively –
affect or be affected by a project or programme.
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2. Beneficiaries: Are those who benefit in whatever way from the implementation of the project.
Distinction may be made between:
(a) Target group(s): The group/entity who will be directly positively affected by the project at
the Project Purpose level. This may include the staff from partner organisations;
(b) Final beneficiaries: Those who benefit from the project in the long term at the level of the
society or sector at large, e.g. “children” due to increased spending on health and education,
“consumers” due to improved agricultural production and
marketing.
3. Project partners: Those who implement the projects in-country (who are also stakeholders, and may
be a ‘target group’).1
As soon as the stakeholders of the project are identified, stakeholders are being analysed. The
stakeholder analysis can be done by using various tools, such as SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threads), the Stakeholder Analysis Matrix, VENN diagram or the Spider diagram2.
Sample Stakeholder Analysis Matrix
Stakeholder and basic
characteristics

Interests and how
affected by the
problems

Capacity and motivation
to bring about change

Possible actions to address
stakeholder interests

2. Problem Analysis – The Problem Tree
The purpose of the problem analysis is to identify the negative aspects of an existing situation and to
determine what are the ‘cause and effect’ relationships between the identified problems. The identified
problems are rendered in a cause and effect order so as to form a problem tree. If the problem is a
cause, it comes to the lower level, if it is a consequence, it comes to the upper level of the tree.

1

Government of the Republic of Serbia EU Integration Office (2011): Guide to the Logical Framework Approach: A Key
Tool for Project Cycle Management, Global Printing, Belgrade, p.14
2
European Commission (2004): Aid Delivery Methods: Project Cycle Management, Volume 1,page 62. On the Internet.
https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/sites/devco/files/methodology-aid-delivery-methods-project-cycle-management200403_en_2.pdf Downloaded:14/08/2019
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Sample Problem Tree

The creation of the problem tree is usually a group activity, very often taking the form of brainstorming,
whereby stakeholders can also be involved. In order to construct the problem tree in an appropriate
way, the following steps should be taken:
1. Identify the existing core problems
2. Select a core problem to be analysed
3. Identify related problems to the core
problem in order to define the causes and
effects of the core problem
4. Render the causes and effects in a
hierarchical order: problems that are directly
causing the problem (that are causes) are put
below; problems which are direct effects of
the core problem are placed above
5. Sort all the problems in the same way
6. Connect all the problems with caused-effect
arrows
7. Check the problem tree and review it to
check it for validity and completeness

3. Objective analysis – The Objective Tree
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At this phase, the problems of the problem tree should be “translated”, reformulated into the
objectives we strive to achieve. In order to achieve this, the following steps should be taken:
1. All negative situations of the problem tree should be reformulated into positive, desired and
achievable situations that will become our objectives
2. For ensuring completeness and validity of the hierarchical order, means-end relationships should be
checked (the cause-effect relationships of the problem tree are changed to means-end relationships of
the objective tree – although, attention must be paid that not every cause-effect relationship can be
automatically changed to be in means-end relationship)
3. Starting the process from bottom upwards, it can be ensured that cause-effect relationships are
properly translated into means-end relationships
4. Analysis of strategies
Out of the number of objectives of the Objective Tree, taking into consideration various factors, such
as relevance, availability of resources, etc. the most feasible strategy of intervention should be chosen.
To put it simply, out of the various clusters of objectives that have a means-end relationship, the most
relevant one should be chosen. For making the most appropriate choice, various criteria should be
taken into consideration. These include for example financial, institutional, economic, technical,
environmental criteria.
Phase II: Planning
1. Development of Logical Framework Matrix
The Logical Framework Matrix, as a key tool of PCM, is being developed using the results of the phase
of analysis, guaranteeing that there is a clear logical coherence between the activities, results, purpose
and overall objective of the project.
The LogFrame Matrix consists of four columns and four rows, as shown below:
Intervention Logic

Activities

Objectively
verifiable indicators

MEANS

Sources of
verification (of
indicators)

Assumptions

COSTS
Preconditions/
Prerequisites

The suggested sequence of filling in the Logical Framework Matrix
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Column I: Intervention logic
Overall objective: it should be explained why the project is
important for the society, what long term benefits it offers to the
stakeholders. The project will contribute to this overall objective,
but will not achieve it alone.
Specific objective /Purpose (Outcome): answers the question
what is the purpose of the project that will be implemented. It
should address the central problem and should be defined as a
flow of sustainable benefits. Describes the intended situation at
the end of the project.
Results (Outputs): concrete, tangible results that contribute to the
realisation of the project purpose. These are products or services, or competences and capacities that
became available as a result of the project activities.
Activities: listing the activities that are needed to produce the results. The activities should always be
sequenced and numbered.
Column 4: Assumptions
ASSUMPTIONS
Specific
Objective/Purpose
assumptions

level

Result level assumptions
Activity level Assumptions
PRECONDITIONS/
Prerequisites

Assumptions are external factors that we cannot influence and over
which the project management cannot have direct control.
Nevertheless, these external factors can have a direct effect on the
project’s progress.
Assumptions must be defined on each level of the logical framework
matrix in order to eliminate external factors that can potentially have
negative impact on the project’s progress, or at least, to minimize their
impact.
The assumptions should be filled in starting from the bottom to the top.

Activity level assumptions: factors and conditions that are not under
direct control of the project management, but they are necessary for
results to be achieved as planned.
Result level assumptions: factors and conditions that are not under direct control of the project
management, but are necessary to achieve the project purpose (specific objective of the project).
Purpose level assumptions: factors and conditions that are not under direct influence of the project
management, but are necessary to achieve the overall objective.

Column 2: Objectively verifiable indicators
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Once the 1st and the 4th columns have been filled in, meaning that the project has been described and
assumptions have been made, the next step is to identify the indicators that will be used to measure
the achievement of objectives.
Objectively
indicators

verifiable

effect indicators
result indicators
output indicators

For measuring the overall objective, effect indicators are used.
For measuring the specific objective, result indicators are used.
For measuring the results, output indicators are used.
In the last raw of the column there is no indicator, but instead, means are
being listed here (e.g. material resources, human resources etc. needed
for project management and carrying out the project activities).
The determined indicators must be SMART – specific, measurable,
available, relevant and time-bound.

MEANS

Column 3: Sources of verification
Sources of verification (of indicators)
sources of verification of effect indicator
sources of verification of result indicator
sources of verification of output indicators
COSTS

The sources of verification should be defined at the
same time as the indicators, as they will ensure that the
indicators are measurable. Sources of verification are
equally important for the purposes of project
management and for the controlling body.
The sources of verification can be internal documents,
invoices, statistical data etc. The last row of the column
is used for listing the costs.

To sum it up, the proper order of filling in the LogFrame Matrix can be described as shown below:
Intervention Logic

Objectively
verifiable indicators

1
2
3
4

15
13
11
9

Sources of
verification (of
indicators)
16
14
12
10

Assumptions

8
7
6
5

II.3 THE HISTORY OF ROCK – AND ITS CONNECTION TO PCM AND BUSINESS

For all those who have experienced being part of a band (better if a rock band... but only for the
personal taste of the writer, any genre is fine anyway) will certainly have perceived, more or less
consciously, the dynamics at the same time strong and fragile, which bind the members of the band,
and cause the final product to be harmonious and not dissonant.
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Playing in a band makes all members responsible for achieving the common goal, each with their own
role, each with their own responsibility and with their own clear and precise function in the business
that produces sounds. Reading articles from magazines about the world of rock, it is not difficult to
come across names given to famous musicians, such as "the head of the drum department" said to
Roger Taylor of Queen or John Bonham of Led Zeppelin, (or if you add the bassists, you immediately
move to the famous "rhythm section" of the band) or "the director of the area of strings" given to David
Gilmour of Pink Floyd.
In addition, alongside the mere "technical" role of each band member, every rock band has developed
within itself the dynamics typical of the management of a company, with its hierarchies and everything
that follows in terms of decision makers, managers and simple employees to specific functions. Just
think of the (fake) diatribe between the Beatles and Rolling Stones, two legendary bands operating on
the same market share, but using different approaches, sounds and images, as the result of different
marketing choices. The Beatles, the 4 "good" guys from Liverpool, the Stones, the bad boys from a
rebellious London.
Remaining on the subject of strategic choices, which can change the path of a company, just think of
the famous “conversion” of Bob Dylan.
At the beginning of his career Bob Dylan was a respected folk singer. And like all folk singers, he played
his songs acoustically or in a very traditional way. But deep inside of him, Bob was experimenting. This
led him, one evening in 1965 at the "Newport Folk Festival", to close his performance (which until then
had been absolutely in line with the standards of folk) by plugging an electric guitar to an amplifier. The
audience (his market, his customers) was stunned, until someone yelled at him: "Judas!". But Bob had
just made his choice of style (and, let's say, his market choice). He then turned to his band (his
"company") and asked his "employees" to carry on with that choice. The order of the "company
director" was clear and direct: "play it fucking loud!", and from that moment on "the Dylan company"
gained new customers, new markets and simply became a legend (and one of the most successful and
long-lasting "companies" in recent history). Exactly, "like a rolling stone".
In this framework, mixing all this with Project Cycle Management was really easy. Some of the partner
organizations of the project "The sound of business" have been working on European projects (other
Erasmus + projects) that use the PCM method also on business creation (Projects like "Sustain your life
through social entrepreneurship" and YouthCoops") and in some cases they have already tried to mix
PCM, business and art, as in the case of the projects "The Young Side of the Moon" (in which the PCM
is explained through the historical Pink Floyd album "The dark side of the moon", and "St'Art".
The PCM, applied to the history of rock, explains why those musical genres, those bands were successful
in that particular historical period (simply because they responded to the social and cultural needs of
the moment), helps us to understand the logic behind the selection of strategies (also intended as
marketing choices) of this or that band, leads us to understand the errors and reasons behind the failure
or exit from the market of this or that musician, and points to a spotlight on how some artists have
21

adapted to the new market conditions and have reformulated their proposal, always remaining on the
crest of a wave.
All this has led us to "dare" and imagine (and then test) the training course that we report below, in the
hope that “we will rock you”!
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CHAPTER III.
THE SOUND OF BUSINESS-TRAINING PROGRAMME
III.1 OVERVIEW

As part of the Erasmus+ project “The Sound of Business”, a 7-day pilot training course was developed
and delivered in Caltanissetta, Italy, gathering 24 participants.
The Training Course provided an artistic and intercultural space for critical reflection and exploration of
recent developments in the field of empowerment of adults in the perspective of self-employment
initiatives and/or in the improvement of their performances at work. Participants have been then
guided through the various stages of developing a business idea, through the discussion about PCM and
history of music and examples of famous musicians/bands and their approaches to the music business.
At each step, participants have been encouraged to perceive themselves as the actors responsible for
their own lives and their own career development.
In a practical part, participants have been engaged to successfully turn personal and common ideas into
a business plan that responds to their identified needs and competencies.
Below you will find all the specific training activities implemented during the training course and refined
according to the participant’s feedbacks, preceded by an overall description that outlines a short course
introduction, the learning objectives, the contents, the structure, the training methods, the expected
outcomes, the materials used and suggestions for further reading.
In the following pages you can find the overall programme agenda of the TC’s as well as some useful
materials. We are confident that experienced trainers can replicate the training activities with the
information provided here in the booklet and will also benefit from the additional materials in the open
e-learning portal that was designed as part of the project.
We hope you will find here in this training manual lots of inspiration for your training activities that will
support many people to rock their businesses!
THE SOUND OF BUSINESS TRAINING COURSE
Course
organiser
Trainer
Facilitator
Course
introduction

PRISM – ITALY
Alessandro Melillo
Zsofia Toth
The TC starts from the idea that the aspects related to the management and the promotion of a
rock band (starting from the selection of the members of a band, the equilibrium among them, the
role of each band’s member, the artistic choices about the music, concerts, albums, the promotion
of the band and of their products, the investment in terms of instruments, means of transportation
and so on), are similar to the choices that any entrepreneur has to deal with.
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Learning
Objectives

- To equip and support trainers with knowledge, key competences and tools related to basic and
transversal skills, project management and entrepreneurship education
- To transfer the knowledge on the use of a non-formal education methodology based on (Rock)
music.
- To test innovative learning modules.
- To use training methodologies that allow a stronger involvement of adult learners.
- To increase participant’s work performance and job satisfaction.

Contents of
the TC

The analysis about history of (rock) music (stimulated by watching videos, listening to songs,
showing case studies, storytelling, attending ad hoc live music performances organised for the TC.)
will be mixed with the so called Project Cycle Management (PCM) method, which is the logical
approach to follow in order to create and manage a business, and it will be examined in all its steps
(Programming, identification, formulation, financing, implementation, evaluation).
Many examples of historical Rock bands (Beatles, Rolling Stones, Pink Floyd, Queen, David Bowie
and the Spiders from Mars, the Jimi Hendrix Experience, Led Zeppelin etc…) will be taken into
account by examining their “business” choices and strategies as case studies.
Moreover, all activities and working methods are based on principles of non-formal education:

Training
Methodology

- Holistic view (mind, body and feelings).
- Case studies, videos, storytelling and activties related to sharing information on the history of rock
music.
- Participant-centered along with group-centered learning - this element foresees the self-directed
learning and learning from a group.
- The TC relates all topics and tools to the participants own praxis. Participants will be asked to
analyze contents in relation to their experiences and problems faced in their life.
- Dreams and visioning: this helps to identify what good changes participants would like to see in
their personal and professional lives.
- Fun: intercultural dinners, live music performances and informal time outside the official program
will be strong intercultural learning moments.
Participants will be encouraged to interact with the trainers and among the group, learn from each
other, debate in round-table discussion, share experiences and work approaches from different
cultures and social backgrounds. TC will provide an artistic and intercultural space for critical
reflection and exploration of recent developments in the field of the topics of the project in the
framework of empowerment of adult people in the perspective of self-employment initiatives.
Participants are then guided through the various stages of developing a business idea, through the
discussion about PCM and history of music and examples of famous musicians/bands and their
approaches to the music business. At each step, participants are encouraged to perceive
themselves as the actors responsible for their own lives and their own career development.
In a practical part, participants will be engaged to successfully turn personal and common ideas into
a business plan that responds to their identified needs and competencies.
This new approach can be considered as a tool to stimulate adults in creating new business and in
the use of these new managerial (but also basic and transversal) competencies in their workplaces
but also in their everyday life.

Expected
Outcomes

This combination of methodologies will facilitate the understanding of the theme of selfemployment, of the risks and opportunities of doing business and the strategies and steps to
properly do in order to run a company, to the target groups identified (primarily trainers and adult
people accordingly).
By the end of this TC, participants are expected to have:
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knowledge, key competences and tools related to basic and transversal skills, project management
and entrepreneurship education, and ability in the use of a non-formal education methodology
based on (Rock) music, allowing a stronger involvement of adult learners.
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Pics from the Training Course
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III.2 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING ACTIVITIES:
MODULE 1: “START ME UP!” - OUVERTURE
ACTIVITY 1.1
PRESENTATION OF THE TRAINING: AIM, OBJECTIVES AND STRUCTURE
Type of Activity

Presentation

Objective

Participants gain understanding of the aim and specific objectives of the TC, and the full
program of the course
The trainers present what learning objectives are desired to be reached by the end of the
TC and what is the main purpose that the TC is aimed to serve.

Description

The trainer team prepares also the Agenda of the TC beforehand and give print-outs to
each participant.
Duration

30 min

Materials

Print-outs, Laptop, Projector

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

In case during the application & selection process we have recognised that (some of) the
participants of the TC have already basic knowledge on PCM and its phases, the Structure
of the TC can be also presented through a kind of puzzle game, when some sessions title
are shown to participants, while the title of other sessions are spread and participants
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are asked to insert them into the program table, where they think it’s the most
appropriate.
Tips & recommendations
Resources

Always give space for questions and clarifications
-

Debriefing & Reflection

Not necessary.

Photo / image

-

ACTIVITY 1.2
BINGO
Type of Activity

Ice-breaker

Objective

Facilitate the process of getting to know each other among participants.

Description

The well-known Bingo activity is adopted for the project topics and includes elements
such as rock music and the field of entrepreneurship.
The task of the participants is to go around the training room and quickly identify 9
different person, form whom the statements, characteristics mentioned in the 9 boxes
of the Bingo form is relevant and true for.
The activity finishes when the first person give a sign that he/she has filled the table with
9 different name (normally takes around 6-8 minutes).

Duration

20 min

Materials / equipments

Bingo printouts, pens

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

The Bingo form can be freely modified depending on the profile of participants, based on
the initial information collected previously about them (age, interest, hobby, background,
professional & family life).

Tips & recommendations
Resources

It is advised to provide some background music (possibly a rock song).
See Appendix 1.2

Debriefing & Reflection

After the first participant give a sign that he/she filled all the table with different names,
the group can sit down and in a debriefing phase discuss who are the people who were
identified for each box.

ACTIVITY 1.3
SPEED-DATING
Type of Activity

Ice-breaker

Objective

Increase the interpersonal connection and understanding among participants about each
other’s background, motivation to be on the TC, past and present life situation and
circumstances, and future plans.
Participants are seated in 2 lines facing each other, forming pairs, that are changing
during the activity.

Description
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The trainer asks one line of the participants to be the respondents for the 1 st question,
and the other line to practice active listening and make notes about what they have heard
from their partner.
The participants have 1 minute to respond to each question. After one line of participants
have answered, the same question is repeated to the other line of participants, and now
the other person will take notes.
Afterwards one line of participants change seats, and moves to the next seat, thus new
pairs are formed and the activity happens as in the 1st round. The participants are asked
to bring their personal introduction papers with them, and always give it to their pair, so
all information will be collected there.
These papers can later be placed on the wall, so that participants can further read each
others’ introduction paper.
List of recommended questions:
-

How did you spend your previous week? What happened to you?
How is your professional career, work life going on right now?
What bring you to the SOB TC?
What is at your main focus in your personal and professional life?
What are the major challenges you are facing currently?
What are the most important resources that are supporting you?

Duration

25 min

Materials / equipments

Papers and pens

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

The questions can be freely modified.

Tips & recommendations
Resources

-

Debriefing & Reflection

Short debriefing questions can be introduced, such as:
How was your experience during the exercise?
What was the most interesting thing you get to know about others?

ACTIVITY 1.4
WHEN DID THIS ROCK ME?
Type of Activity

Ice-breaker

Objective

To warm up and facilitate the engagement of participants in the world of rock music, and
discover their personal experience, preferences, connections to it.
The Trainer team prepares a playlist on Spotify/ Youtube or any preferable channel –
from different times of the rock music history, and make personal notes about the release
date of the song.

Description
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A flipchart paper is placed on the board horizontally, and a long straight line is drawn on
it, representing a time continuum (the right end of the line represent the current year).
Participants are asked to:
1.
2.
3.

be as quick as possible in recognising the rock song played
remember back with which year they can associate this song with
what is their memory about their life situation/age in the date of the song (in
case the participant is too young compared to the date of the rock song, the life
situation/age of family members can also be described)

Duration

The first person who recognises the song, is invited to answer for the 2nd and 3rd question.
In case he/she does not have an answer, others are invited to answer.
40 min

Materials / equipment

Laptop / mobile phone, speakers, flipchart paper, markers

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

The playlist can be set up based on the preference of the Trainers, adapted to the
background (nationality, age, etc) of the participants.

Tips & recommendations
Resources

As much as possible, it is advised to be inclusive and diverse in the selection of the playlist
for style, gender and geographical location.
-

Debriefing & Reflection

Debriefing question can be great way to close the exercise, such as:
How can you explain that some songs are becoming so significant for us?

ACTIVITY 1.5
EXPECTATION TRIANGLE
Type of Activity

Discussion

Objective

To identify and express the expectations of the participants

Description

Participants are asked to take post-its of 3 different colours (for example: yellow, blue,
green – and the trainers shall identify each colour with which question they represent)
and identify their expectations regarding, what they would like:
Know
Feel
Do - during the TC.
They are all invited to individually write 1 or more key words to their papers, then when
everyone is ready, the group will give space to everyone to share it.

Duration

A flipchart paper is placed on the board, a big triangle is drawn on it, and the 3 corners of
it is identified as KNOWING, FEELING, DOING.
Participants are invited to place their post-its to the appropriate triangle.
30 min

Materials / equipments

Post-its of 3 different colours, pens
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Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

-

Tips & recommendations

It is important to keep a good tempo during the activity, not to let the attention of people
decrease.

Resources

Debriefing & Reflection

Debriefing question can be great way to close the exercise, such as:
Does it happen with us usually that we start a new ‘project’ or work with asking these
questions from ourselves and our team members?
Why is it important to clarify and share our expectations with each other?

ACTIVITY 1.6
GROUP CONTRACT
Type of Activity

Discussion

Objective

Discuss and agree on common rules that participants would like to apply during the TC

Description

The trainer, based on the Activity 1.5 (Expectation triangle) is asking the participants,
what agreements, rules shall be agreed so that everyone’s expectation can be fulfilled as
much as possible.
It is advised to point it to issues such as:
-

Active participation
Respect of time
Management and care of common spaces
Free time
Language used
Signs and gestures for non-verbal communication (if someone shall speak
louder, or repeat their words)
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Basically any proposal coming from the participants shall be welcome, and democratically
discussed and agreed on.
Duration

30 min

Materials / equipments

Flipchart, markers

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

-

Tips & recommendations

Resources

If the participants do not propose or feel the need of the common rules, the trainer shall
give a few examples of how ‘things can go out of control’ in a similar group settings, and
advise a few basic rules for the prevention of misunderstandings, conflicts or frustration,
and in favour of maximising the common positive learning experience.
-

Debriefing & Reflection

The group can be asked before the closing of the session:
‘Who shall be responsible for the monitoring and respect of these common rules?’
Ideally participants are invited to take responsibility and do not stay passive if they notice
that the group or any of its member are
ACTIVITY 1.7
WHERE DO I STAND?

Type of Activity

Group exercise

Objective

To discover the background and approach of participants on various topics related to the
theme of the TC
The exercise starts with identifying 4 corners of the training spot. Participants are asked
to ‘reply’ to various questions that are posed by the trainer by standing in one of these
spots (after each question, it will be expressed which corner represents which answer).
After each question some of the participants (optimally from each ‘corner’) will be asked
to further explain his choice and answer with a few sentences.

Description

Related to the topic of the TC, recommended questions (and possible answers,
represented by the 4 corners are the following:
1.

What is your main motivation for participating on the TC?
A) Learning basic skills for entrepreneurship
B) Further developing my skills in the field of entrepreneurship
C) Learning how to support others in developing their entrepreneurial
capacities
D) Other

2.

What is the most optimal form of work for you?
A) Fixed employment at an organisation
B) Self-employment, freelancing and entrepreneurship
C) The combination of employment and entrepreneurship
D) Other

3.

If you work or would work as an entrepreneur, what would be the most
preferred way for the management of the business?
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A)
B)
C)
D)
4.

Individual entrepreneurship
A business managed together with family, or friends
A business managed together with other professionals, experts
Other

From the following options, what associates the most with the field of
entrepreneurship for you?
A) Risk
B) Freedom, creativity and self-realization
C) Hard work
D) Wealth

Duration

45 min

Materials / equipments

-

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

The questions, and statements can be freely modified, but shall closely relate to the field
of entrepreneurship, business and the participants’ attitude and approach about it.

Tips & recommendations
Resources

The exercise needs an optimal space for the size of the group. In case an indoor training
venue is not big enough it is advised to realize it outdoor.
-

Debriefing & Reflection

Short debriefing is recommended, with questions such as:
4.
5.
6.

What did you realize during this exercise?
How do you feel about your and the other participants’ approach connected to
the field of entrepreneurship? In which aspect is it similar and different?
What can we learn from this experience?

MODULE 2: “CHANGES” – PROGRAMMING
ACTIVITY 2.1
THE SUN IS SHINING ON
Type of Activity

Energizer

Objective

To refresh the participants, and start the day with an energetic and good mood, ready to
focus and work efficiently.
Participants are asked to sit on chairs in a circle.

Description

Someone standing in the middle of the circle will not have a chair and he/she is hoping
to sit down and soon as possible.
The person in the middle can say a statement and the rule of the game is that everyone
who feel the statement true for him/her must stand up from their chair and find a new
place to sit it. In the meantime, the person in the middle of the circle is also trying to sit
down, thus every time there might be another person standing in the middle of the circle.
Participants are invited to start their statement with the expression ‘The sun is shining on
everyone who…’
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Duration

10 min

Materials / equipments

Chairs

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

The exercise can be modified and participants can be asked to say statements regarding
specific topics (personal life, habits, hobbies, preferences in music etc)

Tips & recommendations
Resources

-

Debriefing & Reflection

Not necessary.

ACTIVITY 2.2
INTRODUCTION TO PCM
Type of Activity

Presentation

Objective

To increase the understanding of participants what is a project and what are the key phases of the
Project Cycle Management (PCM)
The session starts with asking the participants what is a project according to their definition. After
listening to various possible answers, the trainer is advised to share one of the most common
official definition of the project.

Description

‘A project is a series of activities aimed at bringing about clearly specified objectives within a
defined time-period and with a defined budget’, but above all, a project is a solution to an
identified problem, a series of activities we put into practice to improve/change a specific
situation.
Further aspects to be shared and discussed with participants for increasing the understanding of
a project:
‘A project should have:
-

Clearly identified stakeholders, including the primary target group and the final
beneficiaries
Clearly defined coordination, management and financial arrangements
A monitoring and evaluation system
Appropriate level of financial and economic analysis which indicates that the project’s
benefits will exceed its costs.’

The presentation continues with drawing the PCM cycle, introducing and discussing all the 6
phases that every project has.
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EVALUATION

PROGRAMMING

IMPLEMENTATION

IDENTIFICATION

FINANCING

Duration
Materials
equipments
Variations
possibility
modification,
adaptation

FORMULATION

50 min
/
/
for

Tips &
recommendations

Flipchart, markers
In case during the application & selection process we have recognised that (some of) the
participants of the TC have already basic knowledge on PCM and its phases, we can also ask
participants themselves to insert the title of each PCM phase into the cycle drawn on the flipchart,
and invite them to explain what happens in that phase.
It is advised to get familiar with the level of understanding on PCM of each participant before the
start of the TC, and adopt the sessions based on the information gathered.
It is recommended that the trainers always give as much space as possible to participants to
express their current level of knowledge on this and all other topics during the TC – before any
presentation.
See Appendix 2.2

Resources

European Commission: Aid Delivery Methods. Vol 1: Project Cycle Management Guidelines (2004)
page 8
Debriefing
Reflection

&

Reflective questions can be posed to the participants such as:
Why is it important to follow all stages of the cycle?

ACTIVITY 2.3
FISHBOWL ON BUSINESS AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Type of Activity

Debate

Objective

To support the dialogue on views, attitudes and knowledge connected to the field of
business and entrepreneurship among participants.
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Description

At the start of the session, the trainers place 4 chairs in the middle of the circle where
participants are seated. The trainers introduce the participants to the guidelines of the
exercise:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Only the people who are sitting in one of the 4 chairs (inner circle) are invited to
discuss the actual topic that is proposed by the trainer.
Anyone, anytime can take the initiative to take one of the 4 seats.
If all the chairs are taken, a person, who wishes to join the conversation, can
approach one person sitting in the inner circle, to give him/her the place.
At any moment of the discussion, a person from the inner circle can also change
place and leave the inner circle.
The exercise finishes when ALL the participants have been sitting in the inner
circle at least once, and contributed to the debate.

Questions to be introduced by the trainer at various point of the conversation:
1. What does it mean to be an entrepreneur? How do you see the world of business
/ entrepreneurship?
2. How businesses are born? What is the first step in the process of starting a
business?
3. What are the next steps?
4. What skills / knowledge an entrepreneur needs to have in the current state of
world?
5. Is it possible to learn how to be an entrepreneur? (If yes, how, if not, why?)
6. What are the most important key business fields / sectors nowadays?
7. What are the most important needs that enterprises need to serve in the current
state of world?
Duration

45 min

Materials / equipments

Chairs

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

The questions can be freely modified, with keeping in mind to discover the participants
current approach and attitudes towards the world of entrepreneurship.

Tips & recommendations

If the participants of the inner circle do not change dynamically, the trainer can also
propose that people after finishing their ongoing discussion, have a seat outside, and new
people must take place in the inner circle.

Resources

It is advised to point out and direct the conversation to cross-cutting issues during the
question no 7. such as gender equality, human rights and sustainability.
-

Debriefing & Reflection

Debriefing questions recommended:
6.
7.
8.

What did you realise during this group conversation?
What can we see in the individual approaches regarding the world of
entrepreneurship?
What impact this conversation had on you?
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ACTIVITY 2.4
CONTEXT AND NEEDS ANALYSIS IN THE HISTORY OF ROCK
Type of Activity

Presentation / Debate

Objective

To demonstrate, through practical samples, the connection between (social, cultural and
economic) needs and the success of a business/band/musical genre
The trainer selects different musical genres, related to the macro-genre of rock, and
proposes some salient aspects that relate to the historical, economic and cultural periods
in which these genres have been developed. By showing images, proposing the listening
of songs or the vision of videos (or simply telling about those musical genres), the trainer
begins to ask the learners to what needs (social, economic, cultural) these songs /
musicians / musical genres respond.
On the basis of the trainees' answers, the trainer begins to outline a path to lead the
whole group to define the needs that lie at the basis of the birth of a given musical genre.

Description

Duration

60 min

Materials / equipments

Laptop, projector, speakers and possibly internet connection; Videos, music songs,
pictures

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

In case the trainer feels more comfortable with music genre other than rock music, the
activity can be done in any other field as well.

Tips & recommendations

The suggestion for the selection of musical genres are:
1) Genre: Blues – Related Needs: Afro-American people working in the cotton fields
in the US needed a way to communicate by using a “code” known only by them.
2) Genre: Rock’n’Roll – Related Needs: After the Second World War people needed
to have fun! Therefore a very rhythmic music, great for dancing, with very light
lyrics and not very busy was the ideal answer to this need.
3) Woodstock era – Realted needs: Protest against “the system”, against the
Vietnamese war.
4) Genre: Hard-rock - Related needs: HR is the musical and existential creed of the
proletarian warrior, who in the scenario of the industrial metropolis (Late 60’s)
relives the coarsest, most magniloquent and superficial feelings.
5) Genre: Prog Rock – Related needs: Prog rock appears to occupy a niche left
empty by rock’n’roll and hard rock. Its virtuosity contrasts with the immediacy
of message and essentiality of rhythm marking the musical scenario of its
epoque.
6) Glam rock: Glam rock breached into the scene at the peak of feminist
revolution and exaltation of sexual freedom. It’s provocative style can be
considered as a mirror of a questing sexual identity in crisis.
7) Punk: Punk mirrors the disillusion of young generation of seventies,
disappointed by the fading of the hope and the crumbling of the revolutionary
instances that marked the decade before. Youngster of 70s knows that the
world cannot be changed and try to shout their anger and frustration as their
only reason of existence

Resources
Debriefing & Reflection

Reflective questions can be posed at the end of the session such as:
What is the most important realisation you have had during this activity?
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ACTIVITY 2.5
WORLD CAFÉ - CONTEXT & STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS – WORLD CAFÉ
Type of Activity

Group exercise

Objective

To increase the competences of participants on how to identify the the context &
stakeholders of a project / business
Based on the outcomes of the Activity 2.3 and the identification of key business areas,
the training venue is set up with various tables and chairs in the well-known ‘world cafè’
setting.

Description

Participants are asked who wish to facilitate the conversation at certain tables. At every
table, one business field shall be identified and one facilitator shall be there during the
whole exercise, taking notes about the key information that is discussed.
After the facilitators are identified, the participants are invited to visit 3 of the tables in
the 3 round of the exercise and engage in the Context and Stakeholder analysis of the
specific business field.
The participants will be given 3 times 15 minutes, to be engaged in the various forms of
analyses.
1.
2.
3.

In the 1st round, each table is asked to create a SWOT Analysis (context analysis)
– based on Appendix,
in the 2nd round, a Venn-diagram of stakeholder relationships – based on
Appendix 2.5B-C
and in the 3rd round, to fill the table of Stakeholder Analysis Matrix based on
Appendix 2.5D

After the 3 rounds, each Facilitator of the table is asked to present shortly the results of
the Context & Stakeholder Analysis process to the full group.
Duration

90 min

Materials / equipments

Flipchart, markers, appendix 2.5A-D printouts related to the activity

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

The length of discussions can be modified, given enough time to participants for the
exchange of knowledge and getting deeper into the field of business.

Tips & recommendations

Resources

Create optimal and engaging conditions, with some drinks and snacks, and it is advised
that after the 3 round a break is given to participants before the closing part of the
exercise.
See Appendix 2.5

Debriefing & Reflection

Not necessary.

ACTIVITY 2.6
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CREATION OF ‘BANDS’: FORMATION OF SOUND OF BUSINESS PROJECT-TEAMS
Type of Activity

Group exercise

Objective

To identify business fields and form project teams that will work on a common business
project during the TC
Participants are asked to select in which business topic previously analysed (Activity 2.5)
they have the most interest or competences in, and they are supported to form the final
project teams that will work together till the end of the TC.

Description

It is recommended, that each project team consist of min 3 max 6 participants.
The project teams are also invited to give themselves the name of a famous rock band /
or rock song that they can related to personally or based on the topic of their business
field.
Duration

30 min

Materials / equipments

Flipchart, markers

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

-

Tips & recommendations
Resources

As much as possible, invite participants to create heterogenous teams (join participants
with different professional experience and/or cultural background)
-

Debriefing & Reflection

Reflective questions can be posed to the teams such as:
Why is it important to create teams with individuals with different background and
experience?
What is the risk of working with people with similar views and background?

ACTIVITY 2.7
PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND PROBLEM TREE
Type of Activity

Group exercise

Objective

To increase the capacity of participants to identify negative aspects of an existing
situation and to establish the cause-and-effect relations within the problem.
Each project team is asked to draw an analysis and present it in a diagram (called
‘Problem tree’) showing the core problem in the middle, the effects of the problem on
the top section, and the root causes underneath. Once complete, the problem tree
represents a summary of the existing negative situation.

Description

This problem tree shall represent a situation concerning the selected business field they
have chosen previously.
Guidelines to be given to the participants on how to elaborate a problem tree:
1.
2.

Start with stating the core problem of an existing situation.
Identify major problems that are related to the problem (by brainstorming) and
write down each on a separate card.
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3.

4.

Establish hierarchy of causes and effects: problems which are directly causing
the core problem shall be put below, problems which are direct effects of the
core problem shall be put above.
Connect the problems with cause-effect arrows.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Further support can be given to participants by mentioning:
Write the problem in a sentence by specifying it like this: ‘Subject – verb – object’
Problems should be phrased as negative situations.
Each card should include only one problem.
Problems have to be existing ones, not future or imagined ones.
Avoid generalization and be specific.

After the project teams are ready with their analysis, they are invited to present their
results to all participants.
The trainer shall invite all participants to critic and give feedback on the problem tree.
Other elements can be added, or their place in the cause-effect relations can be modified,
if needed.
Duration

120 min

Materials / equipments

Flipchart paper, markers, pens, post-its, Appendix 2.7 (to be printed or drawn on a
flipchart) as supporting material

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

Participants can be also invited to break down the causes and categorise them (such as
legal problems, institutional constrains, social problems etc)

Tips & recommendations

Resources

It is important that also the trainer also the participants are giving feedback on each
problem tree. It can greatly help practising this method and realise some logical errors
that might occur during the exercise.
-

Debriefing & Reflection

Debriefing questions recommended:
How easy was to draw up the problem tree in your group?
How do you feel, how successful you were to identify all problems related to the
situation?

MODULE 3 : ‘YES, THERE ARE TWO PATHS YOU CAN GO BY…’. IDENTIFICATION
ACTIVITY 3.1
‘THE OLD LADY’
Type of Activity

Team-building activity

Objective

To increase the attention of participants on the role of cooperation, coordination,
common strategy and clear communication, as well as increase their sense of belonging
to the group.
Participants are asked to sit on chairs that are placed all around the venue / room in
different directions, with at least 1 meter distance among each other. There is also one
extra free chair.

Description
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The trainer will play a role of an old lady, who would like to sit down to the empty chair,
but the participants are told to be very ‘rude’ and they shall prevent the old lady from
sitting down, by changing their seat, and sitting down to the empty one faster than the
old lady could reach it.
Participants are asked to respect the following rules:
1.

Once someone has stand up from a chair, they shall not sit back on that, but
have to find another one (it can happen when more than 1 person has decided
to stand up and go for the empty chair)
They shall not move the chairs during the exercise.

2.

Once the exercise is explained, the ‘old lady’ will start walking around the room and trying
to sit down. In case the group has not succeed to prevent ‘her’ from sitting down, it can
be started again – a couple of times.
After a few attempts, the old lady can also announce that she has taken a pill, and now
her legs are better and she can start moving faster, giving a bigger challenge to the group.
Duration

30 min

Materials / equipments

Chairs

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

The group can also be asked not to speak during the first few trial. This will increase their
cooperation in different dimension – compared to the exercise when they can speak.

Tips & recommendations

Resources

Trainers shall avoid that anyone from the group would be pointed out or blamed when
the group has not succeeded. The importance is on cooperating as a team, in which
everyone’s cooperation is crucial.
-

Debriefing & Reflection

Debriefing questions recommended:
What have you realised during this exercise?
What was helping the group in solving the challenge?
How is this situation can be similar to other teamwork situation happening in real life
settings?

ACTIVITY 3.2
OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS AND OBJECTIVE TREE
Type of Activity

Group exercise

Objective

Increase the capacities of participants to identify possible solutions to the identified
problems.
Each project team is asked to convert the negative situation previously drawn on a
problem tree into solutions, achievements, describing a positive, desired situation. This
chart will be called ‘objective tree’.

Description

Guidelines to be given to participants on how to elaborate an objective tree:
-

Reformulate all negative situations of the problem analysis into positive
situations, that are desirable and realistically achievable.
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-

Check the means-ends relationships to ensure the validity and completeness of
the hierarchy (cause-effect relations are turned into means-ends linkages).
If necessary: revise statements, add new objectives if they seem to be relevant,
and delete objectives that do not seem suitable.

After the project teams are ready with their analysis, they are invited to present their
results to all participants.
The trainer shall invite all participants to critic and give feedback on the objective tree of
other teams.
Duration

120 min

Materials / equipments

Flipchart, markers, pens, post-its

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

-

Tips & recommendations
Resources

A well-developed objective tree should compose the first column of the Logical
framework matrix.
See Appendix 3.2

Debriefing & Reflection

Debriefing questions recommended:
What were the main challenges during this exercise?
How can you associate this exercise with other fields of life or work?

ACTIVITY 3.3
STRATEGY ANALYSIS
Type of Activity

Group exercise

Objective

To increase the participants competences to identify and assess specific strategies in
reaching their objectives.
The purpose of the Strategy Analysis is to find alternative options reaching the objectives,
assess their feasibility and choose upon one strategy.

Description

To make a strategy analysis, participants are asked to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Divide the objective tree into different clusters of objectives.
Name all clusters.
Clarify the overall objective and strategies of each cluster.
Exclude unachievable or unrealistic options.
Set criteria and assess the strategies based on various aspects (such as: (internal)
competences and expertise; availability of financial and human resources;
complementarities with other activities; contribution to social, economic,
cultural development; probability in achieving objectives; potential involvement
of stakeholders; financial costs and benefits; community and environmental
impact etc)
Compare alternative strategies
Select a specific cluster to focus on.
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Duration

After all project teams are ready, ask participants to present their work and invite others
to give feedback to them.
90 min

Materials / equipments

Flipchart, markers, pens, post-its

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

-

Tips & recommendations
Resources

During the clustering of objective tree it is advised to visit the groups and support them
in case of doubt how to proceed
-

Debriefing & Reflection

Debriefing questions recommended:
Why is it important to take into consideration alternative strategies?
How can a project team agree on the which strategy should be selected?
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ACTIVITY 3.4
STRATEGY ANALYSIS IN ROCK HISTORY
Type of Activity

Presentation

Objective

Duration

To stimulate the understanding of strategy’s selection process through practical samples
of choices (stylistic, sound/genre related, production and distribution of albums, how to
appear on live concerts, how to interact with fans, how to manage the band etc.) made
by famous bands/musicians to succeed in the music business.
The trainer shows the different approaches of bands/musicians belonging to the same
sub-genres (with similar popularity/success), in order to underline the main differences
in the strategic choices to succeed in the music business.
The strategies can be framed in different categories, such as: image of the band, sound,
use and promotion of the live performances, relationship with fans, band management
etc).
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Materials / equipments

Laptop, projector, speaker, possibly internet connection, flipchart, markers

Description

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation
Tips & recommendations

Suggestion on the selection of the sub-genres and related bands:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Beatles Vs Rolling Stones (beat, british invasion)
Pink Floyd Vs Genesis (Prog)
Queen Vs David Bowie (Glam Rock)
Led Zeppelin Vs Deep Purple (Hard rock)

Resources

See pptx in the SOB learning platform

Debriefing & Reflection

Not necessary.

Photo / image
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ACTIVITY 3.5
MARKETING STRATEGIES IN ROCK (TO MARRY THE GORGEOUS GIRL)
Type of Activity

Presentation

Objective

To explain marketing concepts in a easy way through practical (and fun) samples.

Description

The trainer shows quickly different scenarios of a famous bands/musicians in a party,
meeting a gorgeous girl and approaching her in the following ways:
8. Hi, I am a famous and rich musician! Marry me! That’s DIRECT MARKETING
9. Hi, My friend is a famous and rich musician! Marry him! That’s ADVERTISING
10. The famous musician get the telephone number of the gorgeous girl, the day
after he calls her on the phone: “Hi, I am a famous and rich musician! Marry
me!” That’s TELEMARKETING
11. The famous musician get up and straighten his tie, walk up to her and pour her
a drink, open the door of the car for her, pick up her bag after she drops it, offer
her ride and then say: By the way, a famous and rich musician. Will you marry
me? That’s PUBLIC RELATIONS
12. The gorgeous girl walks up to the musician and says: You are very rich! Can you
marry me? – That’s BRAND RECOGNITION
13. The famous musician goes up to her and say: I am very rich. Marry me! She gives
him a nice hard slap on his face. – That’s CUSTOMER FEEDBACK
14. The famous musician goes up to her and say: I am very rich. Marry me! And she
introduces him to her husband. – That’s DEMAND AND SUPPLY GAP
15. The famous musician goes up to her and before he says anything, another
person come and tell her: I’m famous and rich. Will you marry me? and she goes
with him – That’s COMPETITION EATING INTO YOUR MARKET SHARE
16. The famous musician goes up to her and before he says: I’m rich, Marry me! his
wife arrives. – That’s MARKETING RESTRICTIONS FOR ENTERING NEW MARKETS

Duration

30 min
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Materials / equipments

-

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

-

Tips & recommendations

Use this activity as a funny way to explain some marketing concepts. Be sure that trainees
understand this fun approach.

Resources

-

Debriefing & Reflection

Not necessary.

MODULE 4 – “IMAGINE” – FORMULATION
ACTIVITY 4.1
WHO IS THE LEADER?
Type of Activity

Energizer

Objective

To raise the arousal of participants, create positive and good mood for the upcoming
hours.
Participants are standing in a circle, and one of them (a volunteer) is asked to go out of
the room for a while. He/she is told that when returning, the group will be dancing and
his/her task will be to find out which person is leading the dance.

Description

When he/she goes out of the room, the participants are asked to decide among
themselves who would like to be the one showing new and new dance moves to the
others, that the others will copy, and the whole group will dance the same way. After the
decision is ready, the trainer starts to play a song fitting to the exercise.
The volunteer who was out, is asked to return back, and find out who is the leader of the
group.
Duration

15 min

Materials / equipments

Mobile or laptop, speakers

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

-

Tips & recommendations

Resources

There can be few rounds played, with new volunteers and new dance leaders.
Participants can be supported to find a good strategy how to make it less visible who is
the leader.
-

Debriefing & Reflection

Not necessary.
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ACTIVITY 4.2
THE LOGICAL FRAMEWORK (INTERVENTION LOGIC)
Type of Activity

Group exercise / Presentation

Objective

To describe the key elements of the intervention logic based on the hierarchy of
objectives

Description

The results of the all the previous analyses (of stakeholders, problems, objectives and
strategy) are used as the basis for preparing the next step: the Logical Framework Matrix.
This is the main output of the Logical Framework Approach (LFA).
The Logical Framework Matrix has four columns and four rows in total, namely:
o Intervention Logic;
o Indicators and Sources of Verification
o the key external factors critical to the social start-up’s success (Assumptions);
The first column, in particular, describes the:
o Overall objective: the broad development impact to which the enterprise contributes –
at a national or sectorial level.
o Purpose: the development outcome at the end of the enterprise, more specifically the
expected benefits to the target group(s).
o Expected results: the direct/tangible results (goods/products and services) that the
enterprise delivers, and which are largely under project management’s control.
o Activities: the necessary work programme to deliver the planned results.

Duration

Ask participants to transfer the contents from their objective tree and selected strategy
into the first column of the LFA.
150 min

Materials / equipments

Pens, flip chart papers, post-its

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

-

Tips & recommendations

Show participants a practical example of how to develop the intervention logic.
Agree on a break during the activity (min 15 min)
LFM

Resources
Debriefing & Reflection

Ask each group to present in the plenary the conclusions that emerged during the activity.
Then ask the other participants to provide feedback.

ACTIVITY 4.3
BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS VS JIMI HENDRIX LTD BUSINESS MODEL
Type of Activity

Group exercise / Presentation

Objective

To become familiar with a business tool and learn to think like an entrepreneur.
To get hands-on experience with an easy to use business model which is flexible and
transparent as well as widely used all over the world and co-create in small groups.
To clearly show the business-related features of a famous musicians.
Introduction of the Business Model Canvas (BMC) tool, which you can use to describe,
design, challenge, and pivot your business model.
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Description

Take the following steps in your intro talk:
What is the Business Model Canvas ?
Show the template with the nine blocks to be filled out.
Step 1: Customer Segments
(Who are the customers? What do they think? See? Feel? Do?)
Step 2: Value Propositions
(Why will customers buy or use this)?
Step 3: Channels
(How will you promote, sell and deliver? Why? Will it work?)
Step 4: Customer Relationships
(How will you interact with the customer?)
Step 5: Revenue Streams
(For what are customers willing to pay? What is the revenue model? Pricing tactics?)
Step 6: Key Activities
(What key activities will your value proposition require?)
Step 7: Key Resources
(What unique assets must the business have to compete?)
Step 8: Key Partnerships
(Which key activities do key partners perform and need not be done by you?)
Step 9: Cost Structure
(What are the most important costs in your business model? How do these link to
revenues?)
After this general introduction, present the Jimi Hendrix business model canvas. This will
give the opportunity get familiar with a filled in canvas model and it helps also
understanding the similarities between a company and a rock band/musician.

Duration

Ask participants to fill in their Canvas business model based on their business idea.
150 min

Materials

Sufficient copies of the Business Model Canvas template. Post-its of different colours.

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

-

Tips & recommendations

When introducing the BMC, display the template on a whiteboard for everyone to see
the overall tool and in order to effectively refer to the nine canvas blocks (and how they
relate to each other).
Support them while working in their project teams. Make sure they are all involved in all
of the stages of brainstorming about the idea, exchanging views and working out the
steps/plans for the 9 blocks.
Emphasize that the working process is more important than the product result for the
“show and tell” presentation.
Agree on a break with participants (min 15 min)
Helpful information for introducing the BMC tool can be found here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoAOzMTLP5s (a 2 minute intro video), but also
here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RpFiL-1TVLw in a 6 minute video by
Osterwalder himself, the inventor.
Debriefing question recommended to ask from participants:
What is it that you have personally learned from this session? Ask participants to
formulate an answer in one or max. two sentences.

Resources

Debriefing & Reflection
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MODULE 5 - “MONEY, IT’S A HIT!” - FINANCING AND IMPLEMENTATION
ACTIVITY 5.1
COUNTING AS A TEAM
Type of Activity

Energizer

Objective

To raise the arousal and attention of participants, create positive and good mood for the
upcoming hours.
Participants are asked to stand in a circle. Depending on the exact number of participants,
we set a number they need to reach while counting as a team, for example 15.
The rules of the game are the following:
They need to count from 1 till 15 as a team
If two person said a specific number in the same time, the group needs to start
counting from 1 again
It is not possible to create an algorithm, and agree that for example every 2 nd
person will count.

Description

Duration

10 min

Materials / equipments

-

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

The numbers can vary, depending on the capacities and profile of the group.

Tips & recommendations
Resources
Debriefing & Reflection

It is highly recommended to pose reflective questions such as:
How was the experience for you?
What is it reminding you for?
Since many groups fail several times, and they realise that they are all responsible for the
reach of the goal, there is a lot of interesting group dynamics on what the facilitator can
reflect on, such as motivation, perseverance, teamspirit etc.

ACTIVITY 5.2
THE GANTT Chart & WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS)
Type of Activity

Group exercise/ Presentation

Objective

To think through all of the tasks involved in structuring a business

Description

The so-called Gantt chart is a format for outlining, prioritising and conveying information
about the activities of an enterprise visually. It helps to identify their logical sequence,
expected duration, any dependencies that exist between activities, and it provides a basis
for allocating management responsibility. With the GANTT chart prepared, further
specification of resources and scheduling of costs can be undertaken.
Ask participants to develop a GANTT chart by using the following checklist:
o step 1: for each expected result list the main activities
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o step 2: break activities down into manageable tasks
o step 3: clarify sequence and dependencies
o step 4: estimate start-up, duration and completion of all activities
o step 5: summarize scheduling of main activities
o step 6: define milestones
o step 7: define expertise
o step 8: allocate tasks among the team
Duration

120 min

Materials / equipments

Pens, flip chart papers, post-its

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

-

Tips & recommendations

Show participants a practical example of how to use and develop the tool.

Resources

-

Debriefing & Reflection

Ask each group to present in the plenary the results of the activity. Then ask the other
participants to provide feedback.

ACTIVITY 5.3
BUDGET PLANNING
Type of Activity

Group exercise

Objective

To have a clear idea of the costs of a business and of the related categories

Description

Invite groups (by keeping the division in groups as it was for the previous activities) in
creating a list of costs related to their business/project ideas. Ask them to start this
exercise by reading the list of activities they prepared under the activities 4.2 (Logical
framework),4.3 (Business Model Canvas) and 5.2 (Work breakdown structure) then ask
participants to group the costs related to every activity by using the following costs and
budget categories:
● Staff costs
● Travel and Subsistence costs
● Other costs
● Subcontracting costs
● Equipment costs
● Indirect costs (costs related to the administration of the project (e.g. PCs,
portables, postage, fax, telephone, internet, mailing, rent, electricity of the
premises where the project/Business is being carried out, Consumables, paper,
office supplies)

Duration

60 min

Materials / equipments
Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

Add any other cost category (if needed) according to the type of business ideas the
groups are developing (i.e. in certain cases costs category such as “infrastructure” are
needed).
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Tips & recommendations

Use the activity 4.3 (Business model canvas, Step 9: Cost Structure) as a basis for a
common reflection on this specific module. Ask participants to add further details on the
costs already identified and, above all, invite them in grouping the costs according to the
above-mentioned categories. Pay attention to a specific timeframe of the activities.
Participants need to identify the costs on the basis of a clear duration of the activities. In
case the duration of the business idea is not well define or is too long, ask participants to
identify the costs only for the start-up phase of their business idea (usually 3 years).

Resources
Debriefing & Reflection

Ask every group to present their work. Leave a space for a common reflection on the
revenues (taken from the Business Canvas Model) and on the economic sustainability of
their business ideas.

ACTIVITY 5.4
MEETING WITH LOCAL MUSICIANS
Type of Activity

Open discussion

Objective

Duration

To have a direct point of view on the subject of music understood as business, from
professional musicians
Local musicians are invited to share their personal experiences with the training
participants.
Select the most representative musicians, taking into account their level of
professionalism, in order to be able to talk about music as their profession.
Prepare a list of questions, together with the participants, according to the main aspects
that arose during the previous training activities.
Introduce musicians by briefly introducing their careers, and then show some videos of
them, or put some of their music on before starting the conversation.
Leave space to musicians to self-introduce themselves, after trainer’s presentation.
Start with questions about musician’s idea of music as a business, and ask them to share
their experiences.
120

Materials / equipments

Projector, music

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

Contact musicians via skype in case you cannot find local musicians available for this
activity

Description

Tips & recommendations

It is also possible to substitute this activity with a Living Library where musicians are the
‘books’ that can be borrowed and participants have small group-conversations with
them.
Always stimulate the debate, especially if the level of attention decreases. Use
music/videos of the musicians to create a good and stimulating atmosphere among the
group.

Resources
Debriefing & Reflection
Photo / image
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ACTIVITY 5.5
JAM SESSION
Type of Activity

Jam session

Objective

To give the participants a direct experience of the musician's work

Description

A jam session is a musical event in which musicians, coming from different backgrounds and
playing in different bands play together by mixing the line up of the bands on stage, accordingly
to the music they are performing in that specific moments. To spirit of the "jam" is
to improvise music without a specific preparation or arrangements among the musicians involved,
except for when the group is playing well-known standards or covers of famous songs.
This event is important to show participants a practical example of the “Implementation” part of
the PCM.
150 min

Duration
Materials
equipments
Variations
possibility
modification,
adaptation

/
/
for

Tips &
recommendations

-

Take advantage of the previous activity (5.4) and involve the same musicians in the organisation
of the jam session.
Do not forget to comply with local rules on live music (copyrights, taxes and royalties to be paid
etc.).
If you cannot find a public place (pub, club, restaurant…) for the gig, try to organise it in the training
room.
-

Resources
Debriefing
Reflection

Musicians, music instruments, a place for live music

&

Use the event to make participants familiarise with musicians, and with their work. Leave some
space for a common reflection at the end of the gig.

Photo / image
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MODULE 6 – “DON’T STOP ME NOW” - EVALUATION
ACTIVITY 6.1
RUNNING AFTER
Type of Activity

Energizer

Objective

Duration

To raise the arousal and attention of participants, create positive and good mood for
the upcoming hours.
By the end of the TC participants are optimally feel they are in a relaxed environment
where they are comfortably leaving their comfort zones as well.
In the activity, participants are asked to select one person from the group. When the
sign is given to them, they are all asked to run after this person and run 3 circles
around him / her.
Participants might not expect, but when the sign is given, the whole team will start
running in a very disorganized way. The person who they chase is chasing another
person, who is moving etc. Some lucky ones manage to find a strategy how to get
around their person. The game end when 1 person managed to run 3 circles around
the person.
10 min

Materials / equipments

-

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

-

Tips & recommendations

Enjoy together with the participants the cheerful atmosphere that is created by the
chaos.
-

Description

Resources
Debriefing & Reflection

It is recommended to reflect with participants:
How was this exercise felt like?
How can we relate to the PCM this feeling?
(they can mention various personal views – some might highlight that when setting
our objectives, one might not count with the external circumstances, and in this way
if we don’t find a proper quick reaction and strategy, we might never reach this goal)

ACTIVITY 6.2
WHY DO A BUSINESS / BAND FAIL?
Type of Activity

Group discussion

Objective

To engage participants in a common reflection on critical elements of a project.

Description

Introduce to your participants the following case study showing a band which had to
face failure
Case study
Queen + Paul Rodgers Vs Marc Martel
Making a decision on how to continue their careers after Freddie Mercury's death was
certainly not an easy choice. Queen members made different choices (the bass player
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left the band), but "brand" owners Brian May and Roger Taylor decided to keep going
in proposing different projects. The idea was to use different singers, proposing the
new product as "QUEEN + The New Singer" to signal to fans that the new singer was
just a shift player and not someone who had definitely taken Freddie Mercury's place
in the band.
The first attempt was the one called "Queen + Paul Rodgers". Paul Rodgers is a singer
who in the 70s had some success, especially playing in the band "Free" (those of "all
right Now" for instance). However, Rodgers' vocals are light years away from
Mercury's, this was the main reason leading to many heavy criticisms from queen fans
to the project. So the experience was defined as a failure (and ended after a tour).
Show some videos of Queen + Paul Rodgers and invite participants to comment.
Then show some videos of Marc Martel, a singer who was used to dub Freddie
Mercury into some tracks in the movie "Bohemian Rhapsody" as he is one of the few
in the world with a vocality extremely similar to that of Freddie Mercury.
Invite the participants to comment and reflect on why Queen never considered
replacing Mercury with Martel.

Duration

Ask participants to provide reasons for the failure of the project and have them
discuss this in small groups. The analysis should focus on managerial, social, cultural
and economic reasons leading to failure.
120 min

Materials

Laptop, internet connection (videos online), projector, speakers

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

Feel free to use different case studies showing projects / Bands/ Businesses, which
had to face failure.

Tips & recommendations

Do not interfere, let participants express themselves freely and reflect with each
other.

Resources

Various sources on Youtube

Debriefing & Reflection

Close the case study without summarizing the main findings. These will be analyzed
at the end of the training programme in the session of Evaluation.

ACTIVITY 6.3
PRESENTATION OF FINAL PROJECT WORKS
Type of Activity

Presentation

Objective

To create the final structure of a business, document your direction and engage your
stakeholders and donors

Description

Ask participants in their groups to assemble in a unique document all the work that
was done in the training course as annexes to their business plan:
o The SWOT analysis
o The problem tree analysis
o The stakeholder analysis
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o The objectives tree analysis
o The strategy analysis
o The LogFrame Matrix (the intervention logic)
o The GANTT chart
As a final activity, ask participants to synthesize the following in max 2 pages:
o Find a name for the enterprise
o Find a slogan
o Create a logo
o Specify target groups and final beneficiaries
o Specify values proposition (what values are incorporated?)
o Specify the general objective / the mission
o Specify the specific objective/s
o Specify the expected results within the next 2 years
o Specify activities and services / products offered
o Describe the organizational structure and the people involved (staff, experts,
volunteers)
o Determine the budget: estimate the start-up and projected budget for the next 2
years
o Specify how the enterprise will be sustainable
o Specify how the enterprise is innovative
o Specify how activities and services offered are relevant to the needs of target groups
and final beneficiaries
Duration

150 min

Materials

Paper, pens, flipcharts.

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

-

Tips & recommendations

Introduce to participants the key concepts related to sustainability, innovation and
relevance.

Resources

-

Debriefing & Reflection

Ask each group to present in the plenary their business plans and ask the other
participants to provide feedback.
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MODULE 7 – “YOU SAY GOODBYE AND I SAY HELLO” - OUTRO
ACTIVITY 7.1
BANG-BANG
Type of Activity

Energiser

Objective

Duration

To raise the arousal and attention of participants, create positive and good mood for the
upcoming hours.
Participants are asked to stand in the circle, and one volunteer is asked to come in the
middle. The volunteer’s task will be to ‘shoot down’ participants, by shouting Bang – but
the participants can save themselves if they squat down. The real battle will be then
against the 2 neighbours of him/her in the circle, from who those can stay in the circle
who shouts Bang and show a movement of shooting earlier than the other. The person
in the middle stays for the whole duration of the exercise.
15 min

Materials / equipments

-

Variations / possibility for
modification, adaptation

The activity is played until only 2 person stays in the circle

Tips & recommendations
Resources

As background music, the song Bang-bang fits very well.
-

Debriefing & Reflection

Recommended questions:
How did you feel during the game?
What can you related it to the field of business management?

Description

ACTIVITY 7.2
PHASES OF PCM: ‘THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON’ (PINK FLOYD)
Type of Activity

Presentation / Debate

Objective

To summarise the phases of the Project Cycle Management through the use of a legendary rock album

Description

Briefly summarise the PCM phases and explain them by using the tracks of the Pink Floyd Album “The
dark Side of the Moon”, as below:
PCM Phase1: The Programming phase
In the framework of EU programmes, this phase refers to the negotiation process undertaken at a
institutional level. The final product of this phase is an agreed Programme. This is the phase in which
the situation is analysed to identify problems, constraints and opportunities.
From the project manager point of view, in this phase the starting context is analyzed , the basic
situation we're going to deal with our project, the initial condition that we want to improve, change,
modify It is analyzed and the information on the actual needs, whatever the context, target group or
stakeholders are collected in order to target a real need with the project that we're going to develop
in the later stages.

Related "The dark side of the moon" TRACK: 1 – “Speak To Me”
The album begins with the introduction ‘Speak to Me.’ The first sound we hear is a heartbeat
representing the beginning of life. This track is a collage of the entire album, foreshadowing what is to
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come, it is a collage of sounds, voices and noises that can be heard later on the following tracks. It is a
summary of conversation with the new born child asking for advices.
It is exactly what it has to be done at the beginning of the PCM. The good project manager has to
identify all the elements that will be found later in the project. This is the phase of collecting
information (by "speaking" to the target groups and stakeholders) on the real needs to address. It's
the phase in which the project manager ask for advices and information, exactly as the new born child
mentioned-above.
PCM Phase2: The Identification phase
The Identification phase focuses on analysis of relevance of project ideas, selected on the basis of the
identification of the better strategies to address the problems and needs revealed in the previous
phase. For each of these priorities, strategies that take account of the lessons of past experience will
be formulated. The following question is answered: «Is the project concept relevant to beneficiaries
needs and consistent with EU policy priorities?»
Related "The dark side of the moon" TRACK: 2 – “Breathe” and 8 – “Any Colour You Like”
The lyrics in Breathe seem to imply two different lifestyles which are the follower and the chooser. As
the second phase of the PCM is about choices (the strategies to choose to address problems and
needs), It is crucial in our analysis the line of the song: “Look around and choose your own ground.”
This line clearly tells one to make your own decisions based upon information collected through the
direct observation and through data collection from stakeholders. This is the proper way to go through
life, using logic to take decisions. While the song "Any Color You Like" it is a sarcastic remark that
underlines the chronicle lack of choices that afflict some
people during their live. It stands in opposition to the view of
life in "black and white".
PCM Phase3: The Formulation phase
After the choice of the strategy, the overall structure of the project is determined. This phase usually
consists (in EU projects), in the preparation of a detailed project proposal. All the key elements of the
projects (context, aims and objectives, expected results, tasks, roles, activities, target groups, impacts,
budget and so on...) will be detailed in an application form. In the logic of PCM, this is the phase for
the use of the logical framework approach as a logical tool to go into the details of the key aspects of
the project and to check the feasibility of the project itself.
The logframe matrix aims at:
- validating and detailing every element of the intervention logic (first column of the logframe);
- thinking about how the project will be monitored and evaluated (second and third columns of the
logframe);
- taking into account potential risks and assumptions that can badly influence the project (fourth
column),
- the budget and the resources needed for the proper implementation of the activities.

Related "The dark side of the moon" TRACK : 3 – “On the Run” and 4 – “Time”
The theme of time, in our overlap between PCM and Pink Floyd's album has, to this point of the PCM
a double meaning:
1) In the formulation of the project proposal, time it is a key element that must mark the activities,
roles and responsibilities of any project activity. The Gantt chart or the work plan of a project are the
elements that summarize all the key aspects of any proposed formulation of the project proposal.
2) The time and its deadlines, are common factors and essential elements to be considered in the
process of formulation and preparation of proposals for project managers working on call for proposals
basis.
PCM Financing stage ($): Approval and financing
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The quality of the project will be evaluated by the funding authority. In the case the project positively
meets the selection criteria and get a proper evaluation, it will receive funding to be implemented.
Related "The dark side of the moon" TRACK : 6 – “Money”
The song opens the B side of the LP with the sound of cash registers. This song deals with the theme
of money and how modern society is attached to the concept of wealth and accumulation of resources.
In our analysis, the song lends itself perfectly to accompany the explanation of the PCM phase which
represents the financing stage and the granting of the project.

PCM Phase 4: The Implementation phase
In the first phases of the PCM the project has been planned, the key aspects have been identified and
if the grant is received (financing stage) the project can be put into practice.
The implementation of the project is to be considered as the practical phase of the cycle in which what
have been planned and written in the application form during the formulation phase (in terms of
activities, achievement of results, proper use of the resources etc.. ), have to be implemented as
closely as possible to what previously formulated. The implementation stage of the project cycle is in
many ways the most critical, as it is during this stage that planned benefits are delivered.
Related "The dark side of the moon" TRACK : 7 – “Us and Them”
"Us and them" is a song that deals with the issue of relations, cooperation and how to perceive us and
the other. The same title puts in opposition the idea of the ego within a complex and diversified
society.
These elements, within the PCM implementation phase, are to be considered as crucial aspects, as
especially in the EU-Funded projects, the joint implementation of the project activities between
partner organisations coming from different countries is a key element and one of the main aspects
for the proper implementation of the project and for the optimization of its impacts.
PCM Phase 5: The Evaluation phase
The evaluation phase aims to understand if the implemented activities were carried out in a suitable
way (and so adhering to what is indicated in the application form) and especially if and how the starting
situational that in the programming phase has been identified as a need to satisfy, has been truly
changed / improved.
Therefore the evaluation phase has the double role to:
- measure the impact of the project (and so the effectiveness of the activities and the sustainability of
the impact);
- map the new the starting context, the new basic situation to deal with a new project, the new initial
conditions to improve that are to be considered modified by the previous intervention. The evaluation
leads to future projects and programming.
This final phase helps to understand why the PCM is a theory set on a cyclical trend, rather than on a
path with a beginning and an end.

Duration

Related "The dark side of the moon" TRACK : 10 – “Eclipse”
Eclipse is the final song of the album and it uses many messages to describe the human experience
and to close the cycle of the story told in the album. In this song the word "all" it's used twenty times,
and it is used to list all the achievements, the defeats, the improvements made and the needs never
fulfilled of a man, or maybe of the entire human race, in the path of life, and in particular at the end
of this path.
This repetition of the word "all" creates a real list, and in fact, is the time to draw the conclusions of
what has been done, what has been done, on what could be done better or differently and what was
absolutely better to avoid. A final reflection, a real evaluation. The track and the album close with the
same heartbeat heard at the beginning of the album. A cycle closes, but another one is ready to go.
120 min
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-

Variations
/
possibility
for
modification,
adaptation

-

Tips &
recommendatio
ns
Resources

Put the album on! Better if you show videos of the tracks with the lyrics on screen.

Debriefing
Reflection

Not necessarily.

Materials
equipments

&

Various resources on youtube

Photo / image

ACTIVITY 7.3
EVALUATION OF THE TC
Type of Activity

Group discussion

Objective

To evaluate the learning process and the key competences acquired.

Description

Ask participants to sit in a circle. Then ask participants one by one to reflect on the following
question: have their initial expectations been met?
Expectations in relation to:
o What I would like to DO
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o What I would like to FEEL
o What I would like to KNOW
Ask them to find their position and put a sign (or a personal symbol) into the triangle as a result of
the three above-mentioned learning dimensions: to do, to feel, to know.
Then ask each participant to freely provide her/his feedback on the overall learning process.
Training and support staff should also join the reflection and provide their individual feedback.
Duration

45 min

Materials

Flipchart papers, pencils

Variations
possibility
modification,
adaptation

/
for

Tips &
recommendations
Resources
Debriefing
Reflection

Participants are also invited to share individually some of the main aspects of their learning
experience due to the TC.

It is important to analyze participants’ opinions and feedback.

&

Do not comment, just keep the flow going.

Photo / image

APPENDIX

Training Course Agenda for the 7-day modular activities:
Day 1 – “Start me up!”

OUVERTURE

MORNING SESSION
Welcome and Official Opening
Presentation of the Training Course Programme
Icebreakers (Bingo; Speed-dating)
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When did this rock me? Recognition of Rock songs
AFTERNOON SESSION
Expectation triangle
Group contract
Group Exercise: Where do I stand?

Day 2 – “Changes” - PROGRAMMING
MORNING SESSION:
Energizer (The sun is shining on…)
Introduction to PCM
Fishbowl exercise on Business and Business Management
Context and needs analysis in the History of Rock
AFTERNOON SESSION
World Café: Context and Stakeholder analysis
Creation of the ‘bands’ (formation of project teams)
‘Band’ Exercise: Problem analysis and problem tree

Day 3 – “Yes there are two paths you can go by…” - IDENTIFICATION
MORNING SESSION
Team-building activity (The old lady)
‘Band’ Exercise: Objective analysis & objective tree
AFTERNOON SESSION
‘Band’ Exercise: Strategy analysis
Strategy analysis in rock history
Marketing strategies in Rock (to marry the gorgeous girl)

Day 4 – “Imagine” – FORMULATION
MORNING SESSION
Energizer (Who is the leader?)
The logical framework (Intervention Logic)
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Business Model Canvas vs The Jimi Hendrix Ltd Business Model

Day 5 - “Money, it’s a hit!” - FINANCING AND IMPLEMENTATION
MORNING SESSION
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Energizer (Counting as a team)
The Gantt chart & Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
Budget planning
AFTERNOON SESSION
Meeting with local musicians (open discussion)
Jam Session – Live on Stage!

Day 6 – “Don’t stop me now” - EVALUATION
MORNING SESSION
Energizer (Running after)
Why do a business / band fail?
AFTERNOON SESSION
Battle of bands: Presentations of the final project works

Day 7 – “You say goodbye and I say hello” - OUTRO
MORNING SESSION
Energizer (Bang-bang)
Phases of the PCM: “The Dark Side of the Moon” album
Battle of the bands awards and follow up
AFTERNOON/EVENING session
Open space: Reflections from participants
Evaluation of the Training Course
Certificates & Official closing
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ACTIVITY 1.2
BINGO

PLAYS GUITAR

IS HUGE FAN OF THE ROCK
MUSIC

A FATHER

PLANNING TO START A
BUSINESS SOON

A LIFE ARTIST

EXPERIENCED FINANCIAL
CRISIS ALREADY

LOVES TO BE A LEADER

LOVES TO WORK IN A TEAM

PLANNING A NEW CAREER
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ACTIVITY 2.5
A) SWOT Analysis

STRENGTH
(positive internal attributes)

WEAKNESS
(negative internal attributes)

SWOT
OPPORTUNITIES
(external favtors which could
improve the prospects)

THREATS
(external factors which could
undermine the prospects)

B) Terminology – Stakeholders
C) Venn-diagram of stakeholders

Stakeholders: Individuals or institutions that may – directly or indirectly, positively or
negatively – affect or be affected by a project.
Beneficiaries: Those who benefit in whatever way from the implementation of the project.
Distinction may be made between:
Target group(s): the group/entity who will be directly positively affected
by the project at the project purpose level.
Final beneficiaries: those who benefit from the project in the long term at
the level of the society or sector at large.
Project partners: Those who implement the projects in-country (who are also
stakeholders and may be a ‘target group’).
European Commission: Aid Delivery Methods. Vol 1 Project Cycle Management Guidelines (2004)
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Stakeholder
group no.2

Stakeholder
group no.5
Stakeholder
group no.3

Stakeholder
group no.4

Stakeholder
group no.1

Stakeholder
group no.6

D) Stakeholder analysis matrix
Stakeholder and basic Interest and how
characteristics
affected by the
problem
Stakeholder group
no.1:

Capacity and
motivation to bring
about change

Stakeholder group
no.2.:

Stakeholder group
no.3.:

Stakeholder group
no.4.:

…
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Possible actions to
address stakeholder
interests

ACTIVITY 2.7
Problem tree

Effect

Effect

Effect

Effect

Effect

Main
problem

Cause

Root
cause

Cause

Root
cause

Root
cause
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Cause

Root
cause

Root
cause

ACTIVITY 3.2
Objective tree

Overall
objective

Overall
objective

Overall
objective

Overall
objective

Overall
objective

Purpose

Result

Activity

Result

Activity

Activity
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Result

Activity

Activity

ACTIVITY 4.3
Business model canvas
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